2020/7 /23
(Uto-Q blog "The crews on the same ship")
It seems that the "Black World" has already arrived before the second wave of Corona virus.
Today, I do not know why such a young popular actor killed himself, even if he was so blessed
at this moment.
And one more fact, even in the part of the metropolitan area, beyond the traceable critical
point, supplementation, out of control. Corona infections are most common, as if they were
ready to stay.
What should We do in such a case? What do we need to do?
In my opinion, To regard below is better that we are the crew member on the same ship as it
happens, called “Japan”. It does not make sense to say your nationality, place of origin, and
what class you belong to.
Living place in the metropolitan area or the countryside, where you from, where you stay,
these are meaningless. I think that the important matter is to recognize that we are the crew
who happened to be on this ship called "Japan". No one with a title or attribute will help
unless everyone acts as a crew to protect the ship from a major storm, not as the passengers
and crews.
Or governments, or people, or old people, or young people, or men or women, to set a
separating line or to set a coloring is quite waste. Who records credits and reports to you after
a ship sank?
That`s Black joke!! No one can report to you.
Please sink to the bottom of the sea and disappears as seaweed with the honor of making
everyone happy.
How can we get to the next port without sinking to the bottom of the sea as algae debris?
It is the most important matter as a first advantage given, I think now.
At least for now, why not accept neighbors holding with a different opinion and interest?
Not "Status", nor "title", but the “situation” of crew on the same ship staying as it happens.

